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Abstract:
Digit ratio (2D:4D) is a trait, which is sexually differentiated in a variety of species. In humans, males typically
have shorter second digits (2Ds) (index fingers) compared to fourth digits (4Ds) (ring fingers) whereas females’
fingers are more equal in length. Smaller, more masculine, digit ratios are thought to be associated with higher
prenatal testosterone levels, greater sensitivity to prenatal androgens or both. Men with more masculine digit
ratios have shown increased ability, achievement and speed in sports and tend to report that they are more
physically aggressive. Previous research has shown the same sexually differentiated pattern in the hind paws of
laboratory mice as in human hands, males have lower 2D:4D than females. We measured hind paw digit ratio in
mice of eight inbred strains. These measurements were made while blind to strain, sex and whether the paw was
from the left or right side. We found large differences in digit ratio between the strains and suggest that inbred
mice are a promising system for investigating the correlation between digit ratio and behavioral traits.
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Article:
Many species show sexual differentiation in the ratio of second digit (2D) (index finger) to fourth digit (4D)
(ring finger). In humans, males typically have smaller finger length ratios (i.e. shorter index fingers than ring
fingers) than females (Manning 2002a; Manning et al. 2000; Peters et al. 2002). Hand bone proportions are
fixed in utero, and digit ratio (2D:4D) is thought to remain stable during development (Brown et al. 2002a; Garn
et al. 1975; Manning 2002a; Manning et al. 1998).
Variation in digit ratio appears to be influenced by prenatal testosterone during development (Manning 2002a;
Manning et al. 2003a). Humans (both male and female) with elevated fetal androgens due to congenital adrenal
hyperplasia exhibit lower, more masculine, finger length ratios than controls (Brown et al. 2002b; Okten et al.
2002). Two causal mechanisms have been conjectured to explain this phenomenon. The first is that common
genes (Hoxa and Hoxd) underlie the development of both digits and gonads (Kondo et al. 1997; Peichel et al.
1997) such that the timing of gene regulation leaves a digit ratio that reflects the quantity of androgen produced.
The second proposed mechanism is that finger ratio is a function of androgen sensitivity rather than androgen
concentration. Androgen receptor alleles with fewer terminal domain CAG repeats produce receptors with
higher androgen sensitivity (Chamberlain et al. 1994; Kazemi-Esfarjani et al. 1995) and are associated with
lower finger ratios (Manning et al. 2003a).
Hind paws in laboratory mice have also been found to follow the same sexually differentiated pattern as human
hands (Brown et al. 2002a; Manning et al. 2003b). Inbred mouse strains are valuable models for investigating
the causes of individual variation in behavior (Flint 2003; Wahlsten et al. 2003). Considerable variation exists
between strains in behavior. Because each strain is genetically uniform, variation within strains is due to
environmental or gene–environment interaction effects. The purpose of the present study was to test for
variation in digit ratio across a number of inbred strains to assess the potential of inbred mouse strains for
exploring organizational effects of sex hormones on behavioral traits.

Materials and methods
Subjects were 184 male and female adult mice (approximately 14–16weeks old), from eight different inbred
strains. These mice were all euthanized at the conclusion of an unrelated study in accordance with all applicable
laws and guidelines and as approved by the University of Alberta’s Biological Sciences Animal Services’ ethics
review committee. All individuals were purchased from the same supplier (The Jackson Laboratory, Bar
Harbor, ME) and were all subjected to the same housing conditions and tests prior to euthanasia. The strains and
the sample sizes per sex were 129S1/SvImJ (12 males, 11 females), A/J (12 males, 11 females), BTBR_+T_tf/tf
(12 males, 11 females), BALB/cByJ (11 males, 12 females), C3H/HeJ (12 males, 11 females), C57BL/6J (12
males, 12 females), DBA/2J (11 males, 12 females) and FVB/NJ (11 males, 12 females). All paws were
removed after death and preserved in a 10% formalin solution.
Paws were placed palm up and stuck to a piece of adhesive backing to ensure digits were completely flat. We
chose this method because it was more effective than pressing the paws with a glass slide, which created a
reflection, obscured paw details and did not completely flatten the digits. Paws were photographed under a Wild
M3Z stereoscope (Leica) with a Cohu 4815 video camera (Cohu, San Diego, CA) using an 8-bit gray scale. The
software package (GLOBAL LABORATORY IMAGING) was used to capture, sharpen and save images for
later analysis. The first sharpening filter was applied to all images. The GNU IMAGE MANIPULATION
PROGRAM measure tool was used to measure all images. All left paw images were digitally translated along
the vertical axis to appear as right paws. Images were assigned random identifiers so as to render the scorers
blind to individual, strain or paw side. The length, in pixels, of the 2D and 4D for each paw was measured from
the mid-point of the basal crease to the tip of the digit, excluding the nail (Fig. 1). Digit ratios were calculated
by dividing the length of the 2D by the length of the 4D. The advantage of this method of digit measurement,
from the basal crease rather than from a pin pressed into the ‘V’ between digits as in Brown et al. (2002a), was
that the depth of the webbing between digits appeared to vary considerably between strains, but the basal crease
did not seem to vary in its location on the paw. Also, measuring in pixels on a digital image avoided having to
estimate tenths of a millimeter on a plastic ruler, as was necessary in Brown et al. (2002a). Manning et al.
(2003b) did not publish the methods used to obtain their data.

Images were divided equally and randomly between two scorers for measurement. We tested the inter-rater
reliability of our technique on a set of 10 randomly selected hind paws. The inter-rater reliability between two
scorers’ measures for rear 2D:4D was highly significant (r1/4 0.92, df 1/4 8 and P< 0.001).
We used a two-way ANOVA between subjects to analyze differences in digit ratio in the right rear paws and
left rear paws and the difference between the right and left paws between strains and sexes. A Pearson’s r was
used to examine the association between mean strain 2D:4D and sex differences of 2D:4D with the strain.
Cohen’s (1988) d' was used to estimate effect sizes for strain and sex effects. Cohen’s d' represents the
difference between two group means divided by the pooled standard deviation.

Results
Digit ratios differed significantly between the strains on the right (F7,168=6.01, P<0.001) and left (F7,167=4.80,
P<0.001) rear paws (Fig.2). We found no difference in digit ratio between the sexes across strains (right:
F1,168=0.07, P=0.79; left: F1,167=0.14, P=0.71) or a strain–sex interaction (right: F7,168=0.57, P=0.78; left:
F7,167=0.89, P=0.52). There was a non-significant trend of positive association between mean strain 2D:4D and
the direction and magnitude of the sex differences in digit ratio within strains (r7=0.62, P=0.098). In other

words, strains with higher digit ratios tended to have higher male digit ratios compared with female ratios,
whereas strains with lower pooled digit ratios tended to have lower male digit ratios than female ratios. There
was no relationship between digit ratio asymmetry (right ratio minus left ratio) and sex (F1,167=0.21, P=0.65),
strain (F7,167=0.59, P=0.76) or a sex–strain interaction (F7,167=0.72, P=0.65).
The Cohen’s (1988) effect sizes for sex differences were small (d'=0.023), even when strain effects were
removed (d'=0.041). In comparison, the effect size of the difference between DBA/2J and C3H/HeJ mice was
large, d'= 1.460. A non-parametric bootstrap based on 1000 resamplings (Efron & Tibshirani 1993) was used to
calculate a 95% CI on the magnitude of the sex effect. The ratio of male to female scores for the right rear paws
has a 95% CI of 0.987 to 1.015. When strain differences are partialled out, the 95% CI on ratio of male to
female scores was 0.989 to 1.015 and the 95% CI on the effect size for sex was d'= —0.25 to 0.32.
Discussion
Digit ratios differed significantly between the inbred strains but not between the sexes. We also found no
significant differences between sexes or strains in the lateral asymmetry in digit ratios. No such sex effect on
digit ratio asymmetry exists in humans (Putz et al. 2004). The failure to find an overall sex effect is surprising.
Brown et al. (2002a) found digit ratio to be sexually differentiated in the right rear paw only of outbred
laboratory mice, whereas Manning et al. (2003b) found only the left rear paw to be sexually differentiated. We
believe the sex effects found in these earlier studies to be real. Possible explanations for these different results
include (1) different methods used to measure digit length, (2) different effective sample sizes and (3) different
types of mice used.
Our scores cannot be compared directly to either previous study because of the different measuring methods
used, but we do not believe that the difference in methods is the source of the difference in results. We
estimated the effect size of sex from Brown et al. (2002a) to be d'=0.357. This is larger than the 95% CI for the
sex effect calculated from our data but not nearly as large as the effect sizes found between the most different
strains in our study. This suggests that we had enough power to detect a sex effect had there been one. We
found no clear trend in digit ratio between the sexes such that a larger sample size in our study would have
produced a sex effect. We believe the reason we did not find a net sex effect is that this effect varies between
strains. Strains with higher digit ratios tended to have sex effects in the opposite direction from strains with
lower digit ratios. The small number of mice per strain may have provided insufficient power to detect a sex by
strain interaction. Alternatively, inbreeding may somehow disrupt the sex differences in digit ratio.
Intrauterine position (IUP) (Clark & Galef 1995; vom Saal & Bronson 1980) may also contribute variability to
digit ratios, masking the effect of sex. Pups which gestate between two males may have different digit ratios
than those which gestate between two females. Interstrain variation in litter size may also contribute to IUP
effects on mean strain digit ratio. There was no obvious correlation between mean litter size per strain or
average sex ratio at weaning (data from mpd149.dat, the Mouse Phenome Database, q.v.) with either mean
strain digit ratio or mean female digit ratio. However, only four strains used in our study also appear in the
reproductive performance data set. Further research is warranted into the relationship between digit ratio, IUP
and inter-strain variation.
We identified a number of traits in the Mouse Phenome Database (http://www.jax.org/phenome) to assess the
potential of using inbred mice for investigating the association between digit ratio and behavioral traits thought
to be influenced by developmental androgens. The mouse behavioral traits we chose seemed to correspond to
human behavioral traits which have been shown to correlate with digit ratio in previous studies. Some of these
assays may not model the human traits well, and caution is warranted in interpreting the results. Table 1 lists the
behavioral mice traits, the corresponding human traits and the correlation found between mean mice traits and
the mean right rear digit ratios for each sex and strain combination in this study. As each of the mouse traits
measured showed a strong trend, significant effect of sex or sex by strain interaction in the data sets used (sex
effect: total daily activity P<0.001, blood pressure P<0.051 and body weight P<0.001; interaction: number of

bites P<0.06), we analyzed each strain–sex mean as a separate datum. Although our eight strains produce fairly
low statistical power, Table 1 summarizes a general tendency for those traits to correlate with digit ratio.

We chose to analyze the relationships between behavioral data and the right rear paw, because several authors
have suggested that androgenization affects the right hand more than the left (Brown et al. 2002a; McFadden &
Shubel 2002; Williams et al. 2000). Digit ratio has consistently been shown to be more strongly differentiated
on the right hand than on the left, in humans (Brown et al. 2002b; Lippa 2003; Manning et al. 1998; McFadden
& Shubel 2002; Williams et al. 2000), regardless of handedness (Williams et al. 2000), and in mice (Brown et
al. 2002a) and in finches (Burley & Foster 2004). Personality and behavioral traits also correlate more strongly
with right hand digit ratio than left (Csatho et al. 2003a, 2003b; Williams et al. 2000; Williams et al. 2003).
It is difficult to interpret the results summarized in Table 1 without wondering whether smaller or larger ratios
are the more masculine in mice. In humans, not only is there a sex difference in digit ratio but behavioral
variation also correlates with digit ratio within sexes consistently with the sexual variation in that behavior.
Mice strains did not show such a simple effect. Higher ratios in hind paws of mice were associated with more
masculine behavioral traits such as increased aggression and increased activity. These effects are the opposite to
that of previous studies with human hand digit ratios. Lower digit ratio in humans tends to correlate with more
masculine traits such as increased physical aggression and increased speed, ability and achievement in sports
(Bailey & Hurd in press; Manning 2002a, 2002b; Manning & Taylor 2001). In humans and two strains of mice,
the average male digit ratio is lower than the average female digit ratio; however, foot digit ratio in humans and
zebra finches shows reverse sexual differentiation (i.e. females have smaller ratios than males, Burley & Foster
2004; McFadden & Shubel 2002; Manning etal. 2003b).
Conclusions
The current findings show promise for investigating the relationship between developmental androgens, digit
ratio and behavioral traits. Inbred-mice strains appear to provide large stable differences in baseline digit ratios.
More research needs to be done both to elucidate the sex effect within strains and to correlate digit ratio with
other morphological correlates of androgenization such as anogenital distance.
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